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Accidents in Physical Education and Countermeasures 

一一Compensationfor Accidents and Relief of Sufferers--

By尺yuJiTakamine* 

In this study， discussion is made on compensation problems generating as a 

result of accidents in physical education and on measures to counter such problems. 

The sufferers from accidents sustain physical， mental and economic losses. 

Accordingly， sufferers should be compensated for their losses regardless of the 

causes of accidents， and there should be a system to relieve these victims in some 

way of other. 

In this paper， it is made clear as to in what shape sufferers are being relieved， 

and analyses are made of the usable systems in existence. 

In relieving victims， the most significant question pertains to the fact that 

the matter is contented in court in a shape of demanding for compensation for 

damages. 

To prove the act of the defendant (a school administrator or a teacher) as illegal 

is the point in dispute in court. 

In most cases， a matter is brought to trial when the victim (plaintiff) has not 

been contented with the value (solatium) he received. 

The fact that suits are instituted in various areas may tell that the accident 

victims are not be satisfied with the present relief systems. 

As the public relief systems in existence， the one that is being used most 

extensively is the Accident Benefit System， Japan School Safety Association. 

Covered by this system is: Death solatium-￥12，000，000， disability solatium 

-￥15，000，000 maximum (14 grades in total). 

However， the amount demanded for payment in recent days far exceeds the 

amounts mentioned above. 

Therefore， an urgent business imposed on the school administrator may be said 

to secure revenue sources to fill up balances. There exists insurance system named 

* Full-time Lecturer of the Institute of Physical Education， Keio University. 
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a reparation liability insurance. 

The school administrators (founders) and the teachers in charge of physical 

education， while they study accident prevention measures and measures for han-

dling accidents after their occurrence， should not forget to work out measures for 

relief of victims. 
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